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Warmup Electric Wall Heating Sticky Mat 3D 200w

Warmup StickyMat 3D Wallk Heating Mat

Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price
Base price with tax £84.00
Sales price £54.60
Discount £-29.40
Tax amount £9.10

Ask a question about this product
ManufacturerWarmup

Description

Warmup® StickyMat 3D, part of the Warmup Bathroom collection, offers radiant warmth for cold wet room &
bathroom walls. It's the perfect way to increase heating power in smaller places. Featuring a self-adhesive backing
for easy installation, the StickyMat 3D is available in a range of sizes and features unique in-built earthing
technology, making it the only system suitable for use on walls straight out of the box.
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Used in conjunction with a Warmup Underfloor Heating solution, the StickyMat 3D System is ideal for creating a
360 ? sense of warmth in your home. It has been developed by Warmup's in-house team of engineers and is
recommended for installation with ceramic, stone or porcelain wall tiles. Using StickyMat 3D on walls means
heating the bathroom is that much easier and eliminates the need for radiators for greater design freedom.
The mat has been specifically designed so that there is a continuous, 100% earth braid, making it fully compliant
with the latest edition of the Wiring Regulations for wall heating applications, eliminating the need for a second
earth screen during installation.
The pressure sensitive adhesive on the mesh securely binds the mats to the substrate, keeping them flat and
ensuring the application of tile adhesive is snag free whilst allowing the mats to be easily repositioned as needed.
The ultra-thin, 1.8 mm multistrand, dual core heating cable, is double insulated with an advanced fluoropolymer
making it exceptionally tough and easy to tile over.
StickyMat 3D for Luxurious Hidden Wall Heat:
Using wall heating alongside a Warmup floor heater is the future of energy-efficient home heating and the
StickyMat 3D Wall Heating System features state-of-the-art radiant technology to enhance the comfort and warmth
of your bathroom. Whether you are renovating an existing room or specifying heating for a new-build project, an
electric wall heating solution is ideal for warming up cold, tiled walls and bringing a touch of luxury to your bathroom
or wet room.
Perfect for Heating Wet Rooms with Limited Floor Space:
Our unique wall heating system is ideal if you’re wishing to add to the heated area of a room when there is little
available floor space and installing a system in your bathroom removes the need for traditional bulky radiators,
allowing much greater design freedom. The gentle warmth produced by the system is ideal for a pre-heated walk-in
shower and transforms your bathroom into your own personal spa.
Prevents Condensation Forming on Bathroom Walls:
Wall heating helps eliminate the typical condensation that quickly forms on bathroom walls, therefore keeping the
room drier and fresher. This attribute has the added benefit of reducing the build-up of possible mould in the heated
areas – dramatically improving the atmosphere of your bathroom or wet room.
Specifically Designed for Heating Tiled Walls:
Used in conjunction with a Warmup Underfloor Heating solution, the StickyMat 3D System is ideal for creating a
360 ? sense of warmth in your home. It has been developed by our in-house team of engineers and is
recommended for installation with ceramic, stone or porcelain wall tiles. Its heating wires are ready attached to a
self-adhesive backed mesh mat for a hassle-free installation.
Unique 360° Earthing Technology:
StickyMat 3D features a 100% continuous earth braid, making it fully compliant with the latest edition of the Wiring
Regulations for wall heating applications. It utilises an ultra-thin, 1.8 mm multi-strand, dual-core heating cable which
is double insulated with an advanced fluoropolymer, making it exceptionally tough and easy to tile over. StickyMat
3D is available as a 200 W/m² mat guaranteeing the quickest heat-up times and can be ordered in a range of sizes
from 0.5m² – 2m².
Reduces Installation Times by 35%:
StickyMat 3D offers rapid installation times; simply roll out the 0.5-metre-wide mats in parallel runs and attach
directly to the substrate. The pressure-sensitive adhesive on the mesh backing securely binds the StickyMat 3D to
the wall which keeps the mats flat and ensures a smooth and easy application of tile adhesive whilst also allowing
the mats to be easily repositioned as needed. Due to the range of sizes available, you can install several StickyMat
3D heating mats in one area for greater radiant warmth.
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The StickyMat 3D System is BEAB Approved and CE marked, meeting the highest safety standards for your
peace of mind and comes with a Lifetime Limited Warranty and Warmup’s renowned SafetyNet Installation
Guarantee.
Compatible with Insulation Boards for Walls and Floors – Tile Directly Over:
Insulation is imperative in maximising the energy-efficiency of any underfloor or wall heating system and the
StickyMat 3D has been designed to be installed with Warmup’s Insulation Boards. The boards rapidly improve the
responsiveness of the system and when used as wall insulation, they can also double as tile-backing boards which
you can tile directly onto. Warmup Thermal Insulation Tile Backer Board
Control Wall Heating and Underfloor Heating with the Same Thermostat:
You can control the StickyMat 3D Wall Heating System with the same thermostat used to control your Warmup
Floor Heating System. If installing both a floor and wall heating system to one thermostat, you must wire the
thermostat to take the reading from the floor sensor. A maximum of two heaters can be wired into one thermostat
and after that a junction box is required for safe usage and the thermostat must be placed on a different wall, so
that the in-built air sensor has an accurate reading of the room’s temperature.
Available in a Range of Sizes and Simple to Use:
The StickyMat 3D System takes the form of an electric heating mat with a self-adhesive backing that is easy to
attach to the wall by a qualified engineer. Once connected and tested by an electrician, the system can be tiled
directly over with your choice of bathroom wall tile finish. The system can be connected to your existing underfloor
heating controller for true ease-of-use.
The wall heating system is available in 200 W/m² mats – ensuring the quickest heating response time for your room
and can be purchased in four different sizes, heating areas from 0.5m² – 2m².
Warmup StickyMat 3D Features:
StickyMat 3D™ is available 200 W/m² mats for quickest heating response time.
Ultra-thin, 1.8 mm multi-strand, dual core heating cable is double insulated with an advanced fluoropolymer
making it exceptionally tough and easy to tile over.
100% continuous earth braid, making it fully compliant with the latest edition of the Wiring Regulations for
wall heating applications.
Eliminates condensation and mould growth in heated areas.
Ideal for regular shaped rooms, where the 0.5 m wide mats can be rolled out in parallel runs.
Pressure sensitive adhesive securely binds the mats to the floor or wall keeping them flat for fast and secure
installation.
BEAB Approved and CE marked meeting the highest safety standards for ultimate peace of mind.
Lifetime Warranty & SafetyNet Installation Guarantee.

How to Modify/Shape the mat:
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Documentation:
Installation Manual: StickyMat 3D Wall Heating Mat
Technical Specification Sheet: StickyMat 3D Wall Heating Mat
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